
On-Campus Research Advisor/Sponsor Duties for Keck Student Projects 
 

General Requirements, May, 2013. 
Students on Keck projects are required to complete at least one term, block, or semester 

of independent study or thesis credit at their home institution. Your primary responsibility as on-campus 
advisor is to ensure that the student registers for this credit and to supervise this research based on the 
work done during the summer program. The research project is selected by the student within the bounds 
set out by the project director. However, it is essential to the success of the student that the project 
selected be something that the on-campus research advisor can supervise adequately. To find such a 
project requires good communication between the research advisor, project director, and student. It is 
important that you meet with your student before they leave for the summer, in order to discuss their 
summer work and the expectations for next academic year.  You will also be expected to participate in a 
series of web-based meetings with the project research group (e.g. project faculty, on-campus advisors 
and students) as outlined in the section on Mentoring below. 

Supervision of the student's research requires not only guidance on the individual project but also 
cooperation with the rest of the research group. Thus, you need to familiarize yourself with the goals of 
the research group and the structure of their cooperative effort.  We strongly encourage you to visit the 
summer project in order to facilitate selection of an appropriate student project, to improve understanding 
of the groups research goals, and to establish good communication between the on-campus research 
advisor and the project staff (limited funding is available for this visit - contact the Project Director). 
When such a trip is not possible, project director and on-campus research advisor should discuss the 
project goals, the research advisor's role and the types of student projects that will be manageable via e-
mail or by phone. Student, project director and on-campus research advisor should all share responsibility 
for good communications during the academic year. 

The second major responsibility of the on-campus research advisor is to oversee preparation of 
the student's Short Contribution and presentation (poster and perhaps an oral presentation) for the 
Research Symposium in Geology held in April each year. It is your responsibility to see that the student 
meets the Short Contribution deadlines or any earlier deadline imposed by the project director. 
Furthermore, you are responsible for overseeing editing of the Short Contribution. The Short Contribution 
is ‘published’ on the Keck website, thus it is important that all Short Contributions be edited as they 
would be for a professional publication (see http://keckgeology.org/publications). Guidelines for 
producing the Short Contribution will be sent to you and your student following the summer field season. 
Following the guidelines is critical because Short Contributions that do not meet the criteria will not be 
published. Finally, you should also advise your student on the qualities of a good oral and poster 
presentation and make sure that the student is adequately prepared for their presentation. 

 
The Student Research Projects 
Students make a yearlong commitment to the program, and the nature of their experience varies markedly 
through the year. In the spring before the field season, project directors lead the students through the 
background study needed for a basic understanding of the project and geology of the study area. Online 
interactions for each project facilitates communication among participants (project faculty, students, and 
on-campus research advisors). In the field phase, students spend four-weeks at the study site, learning the 
geology in more detail, identifying a project, and gathering data. Fieldwork varies with project (see 
proposed project descriptions), but includes activities such as mapping, coring, surveying 
geomorphologic features, measuring stratigraphic sections, and sampling for later chemical or 
petrographic analyses. During the field season, the impetus of work transfers from the project faculty as 
students take responsibility for developing a research plan and collecting the data and samples needed 
to complete their work. Following the field phase, students return to their home campus and work under 
the guidance of an on-campus faculty research advisor. During this time, work is more independent in 
nature as students work to finalize data collection and analysis (e.g., sample preparation for petrographic 
and chemical analyses, distillation of survey data, textural analysis) and interpret their results. Online 



interactions, however, facilitate communication among participants so that the collaborative aspect of the 
overall research project is maintained (see Mentoring section below). Past experience shows that students 
have a better research experience in the independent-study phase when the on-campus research advisor 
travels to the field site. Site visits are especially critical for sponsors new to the program and limited funds 
are available to support this travel. The independent-study phase culminates with a presentation of results 
at the Keck Research Symposium in Geology the following spring. The Consortium also requires the 
students to complete an independent study or senior thesis based on their Consortium project. 
 
Keck Research Symposium in Geology 
A professional style symposium, held in April each year, has been a critical part of the Consortium 
program from the very beginning. The symposium serves a number of purposes. For the students, it is an 
opportunity to present research results in an environment that emphasizes the importance of 
communication and builds self-confidence. Students share results of their work with other students, 
faculty, and professional geoscientists in poster sessions or talks. This experience challenges the students 
to present information in a clear and concise fashion, sharpening their skills in communication. The 
Consortium publishes the Short Contributions and also maintains a web site devoted to the symposium. 
For the faculty, the symposium is an opportunity to interact and share information with each other and 
industry geoscientists, stimulating the development of new collaborations and innovative programs. The 
Consortium derives its sense of identity and purpose at the symposium. The symposium is a gathering 
place for some of the most talented and motivated undergraduate students in the nation. The event gives 
students an opportunity to present research results in a professional and supportive environment. While at 
the symposium, the students interact with those from different projects, allowing exchange of ideas and 
approaches to problem solving as well as expanding their network of peer and faculty mentors. 

Students are required to submit an ~four-page Short Contribution for publication online. At 
the symposium, students present their work in poster presentations and short talks. The Consortium 
supports students in these endeavors, providing guidelines related to production of graphics as well as an 
abstract template to assist text formatting. Students receive tips for designing effective graphics, as well 
as writing abstracts and talks, and planning posters. Participants will work to design their submissions in 
formats most conducive to electronic publication. Students have the opportunity to submit abstracts for 
review prior to deadlines, receiving feedback from Consortium administration on graphics design and 
production, abstract organization, and writing in standard geosciences style. 
 
Mentorship Guidelines for Keck Geology Consortium Projects 
Rationale:  As part of our most recent NSF award, we agreed to strengthen and streamline mentorship 
during Keck research projects.  In the past, we pretty much left it up to project directors to determine how 
and when to contact students and their research advisors, and to work out mentoring relationships on their 
own.  This typically worked fine, especially for students coming from Keck schools.  However, past 
experience shows that students coming from schools with little or no Keck experience can be at a serious 
disadvantage because faculty advisors are typically not aware of the expectations and timelines for Keck 
projects.  Therefore, we have decided to institute new guidelines for how the mentorship process 
should/could proceed. 
 
General Principles: 
 
The Project Director will establish communication with students and their campus research advisors 
shortly after the selection process is complete. 

 
1. Project faculty will discuss the entire timeline of the project including project meetings (web-

conferences), summer research, research during the following academic year, writing and 
reviewing Keck contributions, the Keck Symposium, and assessment activities. 

 



2. Project faculty will discuss their expectations for the project, what they expect from the students, 
and the types of support they expect from their research advisors.  The project faculty will also 
describe what students and research advisors can expect from them. 

 
3. When appropriate, the Project faculty will encourage research advisors to visit their student 

during the summer research part of the project.  Note that the consortium has limited travel 
money available to help with this. 

 
4. If available, project faculty should set up a virtual project space using Moodle, Facebook, or some 

other secure course management system to allow students and faculty to communicate, exchange 
data, maps, reading, etc. 

 
Proposed Timeline 
 

1. March/April.  Once the selection process is complete, project faculty will contact students and 
their research advisors to set up the first web-based meeting. 
 

2. April.  First web-based project meeting (students and research advisors).  Introductions, project 
goals, timelines, expectations, assign reading and Pre-Field Survey.  If available, discuss use of 
project web site.  Also a good chance for project faculty to learn the types of analytical facilities 
that might be available at a student’s home institution (free or otherwise).  Note: some project 
directors have found it useful to contact research advisors on an individual basis to discuss 
where their interests and expertise lie in terms of advising their student.  This can help you decide 
when assigning, or steering students toward research projects. 

 
3. Just Before Summer Research.  Second web-based project meeting.  Answer last minute 

questions including travel, field gear, $, etc.  Make sure all students have completed the Pre-Field 
Survey online.  Research advisors welcome, but probably not mandatory. 

 
4. Summer Research.  Four weeks at some point during the summer.  Computer-free meetings 

encouraged. 
 

5. September. Third web-based project meeting.  Students give short (5-minute?) presentations on 
1) what is their research question?, 2) what did they accomplish during the summer?, and 3) what 
do they still need to accomplish?  Alternative Model: Individual meetings with Project Director 
and Co-director(s) with each student and campus research advisor.  Easier to schedule and more 
focused.  Downside: less exchange of ideas with entire group. 

 
6. January. Fourth web-based project meeting.  Students give short (10-minute?) presentations:  

Did their research question change/evolve?  What are their most important results? Implications 
for project goals? What’s left to do?  Chance for students and faculty to exchange ideas.  Could 
be one long meeting or perhaps a couple of shorter meetings?  Remind students about Keck 
Contributions.  Alternative Model: Individual meetings with Project Director and Co-director(s) 
with each student and campus research advisor.  Easier to schedule and more focused.  
Downside: less exchange of ideas with entire group. 

 
7. February.  Send out a reminder of the timeline for Keck Short Contributions.  The Keck Director 

typically sends this to Project directors in December or January. 
 



8. Before Keck Symposium (early April).  Last web-based project meeting.  Discuss and plan the 
symposium.  All students give posters, but the number of oral presentations varies, and is at the 
discretion of project faculty. 

 
9. Keck Symposium (Mid-April).  Present, assess, and celebrate.  Discuss future publications and 

presentations of results. Make clear what you want back from students in terms of samples, etc. 
 
 
 


